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Math Concepts
Mr. Botten

obotten@havward.k12.wi.us
Phone: 715-638-9630

Office Hours: 9am - l2pm(noon) Monday through Friday
As most know, I check my emails all the time so do not hesitate to reach out during other times.

The intention of this packet is to provide you with the fundamental concepts from

the Geometry section of Math Concepts. In the packet you will find filled in notes

and homework problems from each of the 18 sections we deemed “most valuable.”

If you are not in the Google Class, the NEW code is: mgozgpa4
-This is the code for the class that will include Mr. Siverlings students too

All pertinent information needed for Math Concepts will be posted to the Google

Class page as usual. Any other material that I can find online or if I work a problem

through on the board will be posted to the Google Class page as well. Things like

videos, calculators, and other enrichment activities may be posted.

Material that will be looked at for grade determination are:

• Study Guide and Intervention Worksheets (one worksheet per section)

Please email me a picture of your completed worksheets so I can grade them.

Do not hesitate to reach out for any questions or concerns you may have. Stay safe

and stay healthy!!



Math Concepts

Geo 1-2 (Measurement and “Between”)

ew Vocabulary
• line segment

• betweenness of points

• between

• congruent segments

• construction

A. Find the length of AB using the ruler.

A B

I IlIlIIll1f 1111 llIi illllllllTIIlllllllllllll

mm 10 20 30 40

The ruler is marked in millimeters.

TJ Len1h th Mtdc Unt

B. Find the length of AB using the ruler,

A B

Each centimeter is divided into fourths.



Find XZ. Assume that the figure Is not drawn to
scale,

X -tw. Y 2t 2
9 .‘.• a

XZ is the measure of XZ. Ponot Yin between X and
Z. XZ can be found by adding XYr.d YZ.

KY .e 52 = XZ betweenness of pools

tb j-.frL

ALGEi3fiIA Find the value of xand ST if Tin between
SandUST7x,5andTtJ5x_S.

U 5 — ST m 5 Draw a figure to represent
• this situation.

+ =c

.3 a

Cnept Congruent Segments

.

Wade Cunçrurot 5errtent5 low tie san meastrre L.7 cm F
Symbols - is read is cvcdnrent Is. p0j ,i5es 5

‘.

tin li7ars she s.Trotr eongrsenen.
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1-2 Examples
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NAME DATE PERIOD

1-2 Study Guide and Intervention
Linear Measure

Measure Line Segments A part of a line between two endpoints is called a line segment. The lengths of MN and
RS are written as MN and RS. All measurements are approximations dependent upon the smallest unit of measure
available on the measuring instrument.

Example 1: Find the length of MN. Example 2: Find the length of RS.

M N

I
ii [•i I I if1

cm 1 2 3 4j

The long marks are centimeters, and the shorter marks
are millimeters. There are 10 millimeters for each
centimeter. The length of MN is about 34 millimeters.

Exercises
Find the length of each line segment or object.

1.

I I liii I I
j I I

cm 1 2 3

3. 4.

I I 1 I

n. 1 2

6.

TRTpTh1TflThTj11T[JTmpT1T1Ifn[m111
cm 1 2 3 4 5 6

in.

[lTTJ1TT11 [JT1 [1111111 HTT

cm 1 2 3]

in. 1 2

The long marks are inches and the short marks are
3

quarter inches. Point S is closer to the 1 — inch mark.
4

— 3
The length of RS is about I inches

2.
S T

Chapter 1 12 Glencoc Geometry
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1-2 Study Guide and Intervention (continued)

Linear Measure

Calculate Measures On , to say that point Mis between points P and Q
means F, Q, and Mare collinear and PM+ MQ PQ.

On , AB = BC 3 cm. We can say that the segments are congruent segments,
or AB BC . Slashes on the figure indicate which segments are congruent.

3. XZ
3in. • in.

x Yz

4. WX

I-———----—6 cm
H II a

x Yw

ALGEBRA Find the value of x and RS ifS is between R and T.

5. RS= 5x, ST 3x, and RT= 48

7.RS=6x,ST12,andRT=72

Determine whether each pair of segments is congruent.
9. AB, CD

A 11cm [3

Example 1: Find EF.

- 1.2cm 1.9cm

Example 2: Find x and AC.

2x+5
- —. —

A XB 2x c5

Point D is between E and F. Calculate EF by adding ED
B is between A and C.

andDF.
AB+BC=AC

ED + DF FE Between ness of points
x + 2x = 2x + 5

1 .2 + 1.9 = EF Substitution
3x 2x + 5

3.1 FE Simplify.
x5

Therefore. EF is 3. 1 centimeters long.
AC2x+52(5)+5 15

Exercises
Find the measurement of each segment. Assume that each figure is not drawn to scale.

1.RT 2.BC

Betweenness of points
Substitution
Add x + 2x.
Simplify.

2.0 cm 2.5 cm
a

A S T
6in. I

A 2in. B C

7/
11cm C

6.RS2x, 5T 5x+4, and RT32

8. RS 4x, ST= 4x, and RT= 24

1o.xY, Yz

3x+/1

Chapter 1 13 Glencoe Geomet,y



Math Concepts

Geo 1-3 (Distance and Midpoints)

L ‘mcspt estanc Formula (um Coordaute Ptao)

0 Pm dnaO-$ix y.l orO
{X,,y5thefl

PS \IX

,

P

Find Oitanc on a Cocrdtnats Plane

Find the distance between E(—4, 1) and F(3, —1).

d + (y y, >2 Distance Formula

MWpoint Formula (in Goordinate Plane)

If PU has endpoints at Rx1. y) and Lx2. y) in
thu coomdinat plane, then th midpoint Mof PU p p)

has coordinates

4XI.I.X2Ym+Y2) Yi+[ .N

Y,:NocX2.Y2)

a

P’ane

Find the coordinates of M, the midpoint of GH,

for G(8, —6), and H(—14, 12).



34 Use Al ebra to Find Measures

What is the measure oif Q is the midpoint of PR?

P3)
Q

1q

N)

o ;—

13 skills Practice
Distance and Midpoints

d escb

5t (z

L{.

Ith fiJth A C C £

LAD

?ht he cu,4IoCo f emWp.iae1s,<Cnn elO On

e2)3 j
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1-3 Study Guide and Intervention
Distance and Midpoints

Distance Between Two Points

Distance on a Number Line Distance in the Coordinate Plane j

Distance Formula:
A B I

— 4 I d = (X2 — xi)2 + (Y2 — Yi)2
x1 x2

AB lxi — x21 or 1x2 — x11

Example 1: Use the number line to find AB.

A B
4 4

—5--4---3-—2—1 0 1 2 3

AB ‘=I(-4)—21

=6

Exercises

Example 2: Find the distance between A(—2, —1) and
B(1, 3). Distance Formula

d = (x2 — x1)2 + 2 - Yi)2

AB =J(i- (_2))2+(3 - (_1))2

AB J(3)2 + (4)2

=

=5

Use the number line to find each measure.

1.BD 2.DG

3.AF 4.EF

5.BG

7. BE

Find the distance between each pair of points.

9. A(0, 0), B(6, 8)

11.M(l,—2),iV(9, 13)

13.X(0, 0), Y(15, 20)

15. C(1 1,—12), D(6, 2)

10. R(—2, 3). S(3. 15)

12. E(—12, 2), F(—9, 6)

14. O(—12, 0), P(—8, 3)

16. K(—2, 10), L(—4, 3)

6.AG

8.DE

AB C DE F G
-14 41 41144 4 I

—10 —8 —6 —4 —2 0 2 4 6 8

Chapter 1 18 Glencoe Geometry
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PERIOD

1-3 Study Guide and Intervention (continued)

Distance and Midpoints

Midpoint of a Segment

Midpoint on a If the coordinates of the endpoints of a segment are x1 and x2,

Number Line then the coordinate of the midpoint of the segment is Xl +X2

Midpoint on a If a segment has endpoints with coordinates (x1, Yi) and (x2, Y2)

Coordinate Plane then the coordinates of the midpoint of the segment are (xi + x2
-- Y2)

Example 1: Find the coordinate of the midpoint of PQ.

p Q
I I I 4 H

—3 —2 —1 0 1 2

The coordinates ofF and Q are —3 and 1.

If iW is the midpoint of, then the coordinate of Mis
—

1 =
or —1.

Example 2: Find the coordinates of M, the midpoint ofPQ, for P(—2, 4) and Q(4, 1).

+X2 +Y) = (_2+4)
or(I, 2.5)

Exercises
AB C DEF G

Use the number line to find the coordinate of the I 1 441 I

midpoint of each segment. —10 —8 —6 —4 —2 0 2 4 6 8

1.CE 2.DG

3.AF 4.EG

5.AB 6.BG

7.BD 8.DE

Find the coordinates of the midpoint of a segment with the given endpoints.

9.A(O,0), B(12, 8) 1O.R(—12, 8),S(6, 12)

11.M(1l,—2),N(—9, 13) 12. E(—2, 6).F(—9. 3)

13.S(I0,—22), T(9, 10) 14. K(—11, 2), L(—19, 6)

Chapter 1 19 Glencoe Geometry



3-1 Parallel Lines and Transversals

Intersecting Lines- ( rs 44&c-

Parallel Lines
- J \f\5 1\ ‘+

((055

For Exercises 1—3, refer to the figure at the right.

1. Name all planes that intersect plane OPT.

t1° UT1 IFSJ ‘O7

2. Nanze all segments that. are parallel to NU.

3, all segments that intersect MP.
-

R s /

7. Name all segments skew to AG.
— —c X) To fl —

Skew Lines
- do flo+ s

&J (- C I ‘ S .S,, 15a 1s (p

Parallel Planes -

/ of PrM1 nO+

?‘r’.1l I
d4 )*cc+

0T) hR1 1S R S

‘op

For Exercises 4—7, refer to the figure at the right.

4. iame all segments parallel to QX.

5. Name all planes that intersect, plane MilE.

6. Name all segments paral]el to QR.

N



4. Li and z5
Cor (5pI jr

5. £6 and £14

Co

7. L. an(i Lii

COvIe3pbndn 5

Transversal-

2 v\9 Q 1
Interior Angles

- 3 q in

Exterior Angles
- / 7 U

Alternate Interior Angles
- 3 4 V ‘ (.

Alternate Exterior Angles
- )

Corresponding Angles
- ) , S 3 t -

Consecutive Interior Angles - S

Identify each pair of angles as a item ate interior, alternate exterior,

corresponding, Or COIl SCCU ti ye in tt’r,or angles.
14q

9/10
12/11

13 /14
16/15 •(

2
-(

4\3

5\ 6
8i

6. £2 and £8

8. £12 and £3
Cons.

10, £6 and £16

Q

12. £10 and £16

qlk. e.

9. £4 and £6

(s fl+.

11. £11 and £14

C0fl5. (\t.



G

/ •j

Aa Name all segments parallel to BC.

B. Name a segment skew to Eli.

G Name a plane parallel to plane ABG

Conc pL Parallel and S1 ei

Parallel lines are coplanar lines that do not K Arrows are used to
intersect L M indicate that lines

Example K’ are parallel.

/

— iii /

Skew lInes are lines that do not intersect and are
not coplanar.

Example Lines and in are skew.

Parallel planes are planes that do not intersect,

Example Planes A and B are paralleL

E F

n1 C. -

A B



KeyConcept Transversal Angle Pair Relationships 1:

Four interior angles lie in the region
between lines q and r.

Four exterior angles lie in the two regions
that are not between lines q and r,

ConsecutIve interior angles are interior
angles that lie on the same side of
transversal t,

Alternate interior angles are nonadjacent
interior angles that lie on opposIte sides of
transversal t.

Alternate exterior angles are nonadjacent
exterior angles that lie on opposite sides of
transversal 1.

Corresponding angles lie on the same side
of transversal I and on the same side of
lines q and r,

I & 3 pc’cvi

9&6

3&8 ckj4-

10 & 11 co

I &8

3&4

/3, /4, /5. /6

Z1, t2,Z7, /8

Z4andZ5/3and £6

L3andZ5,Z4aridL6

/1 and /7, /2 and Z8

Li and L5,/2andZ6
/3 and /7, /4 and /8

II!

p
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3-1 Study Guide and Intervention
Parallel Lines and Transversals

Relationships Betiveen Lines and Planes When two lines lie in the same plane and

do not intersect, they are parallel. Lines that do not intersect and are not coplanar are

skew lines. In the figure, C is parallel to m, or C 1 m. You can also writePQIRS.
Similarly, if two planes do not intersect, they are parallel planes.

PERIOD

___________

Example: Refer to the figure at the right to identify each of the following.

a. all planes parallel to plane ABD

plane EFH

b. all segments parallel to CG

BF, DH, andAE A

c. all segments skew to EH

BF, CG, BD, CD, and AB

Exercises

Refer to the figure at the right to identify each of the following.

1. all planes that intersect plane OPT

2. all segments parallel to NU

3. all segments that intersect MP

Refer to the figure at the right to identify each of the following.

4. all segments parallel to QX

5. all planes that intersect plane MHE

6. all segments parallel to QR

7. all segments skew to AG

11

P \Q

I

E H

‘T

R S

Chapter 3 5 Glencoe Geometry
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___________

3-1 Study Guide and Intervention
Parallel Lines and Transversals

(continued)

Angle Name

z3, z4, z5, and 46 interior angles

z3 and 45; 44 and 6 alternate interior angles

43 and 46; z4 and 45 consecutive interior angles

1 z2, i7, and z8 exterior angles

zi and 47; z2 and alternate exterior angles

zi and 45; 42 and 46; corresponding angles

z3 and i7; z4 and 48

Example: Classify the relationship between each pair of angles as alternate

interior, alternate exterior, corresponding, or consecutive interior angles.

a. /10 and /16 b. /4 and /12

alternate exterior angles corresponding angles

c. /12 and /13 d. /3 and /9

consecutive interior angles alternate interior angles

Exercises

Use the figure in the Example for Exercises 1-12.

Identify the transversal connecting each pair of angles.

1. z9 and 413 2.45 and z14 3. .4 and 26

Classify the relationship between each pair of angles as alternate interior, alternate exterior, corresponding, or

consecutive interior angles.

4.21 and 25 5. 6 and 414 6. 22 and 48

7.z3 and 411 8.412 and 43 9. z4 and z6

10.46 and 216 11.411 and z14 12. ilO and 416

Angle Relationships A line that intersects two or more other lines at two different points in a plane is called a

transversal. In the fIgure below, line I is a transversal. Two lines and a transversal form eight angles. Some pairs of the

angles have special names. The following chart lists the pairs of angles and their names.

2 9/10
43 12/11

5\6 13/14
8\7 16/15

Chapter 3 6 Glencoe Geometry



A Perpendicular Transversal Theorem
- -a-- — —-

In a plane, if a line is perpendicular to one of two
parallel lines, then it is perpendicular to the other.

Examples If line a line b and line tz J line t,
then line 1 .L line t.

, If two parallel lines are cut by a transversal, then each
pair of corresponding angles is congruent.

Examples Li L3, L. L, L5 LI, Z

eoi Parallel Lines anti Angle Pairs
-. . -...

3.1 Alternate Interior Angles Theorem lT tvo pa!leI
lines are cut by a transversal, then h ;r of
alternate interior angles is congruent.

Examples Li L3 and L2 L4

3.2 Consecutive Interior Angles Theorem If two parallel
lines are cut by a transversal, then each pair of
consecutive interior angles is supplementary. 2

3
Examples Li and L2 are supplementary.

L3 and L4 are supplementary.

3.3 Alternate Exterior Angles Theorem If two parallel
lines are cut by a transversal, then each pair of
alternate exterior angles is congruent.

Examples L% Li and L6 LBL

:—- U



In the figure. tnL3 102. Find the measure of each angle.

9/10
12/11

i3/1
1615

In the figure, inL9 = 80 and ,nL3 08. Find the measure
of each angle.

Find x,y. and z in each figure.

5.

4z+6)°

-

i?

1to
Find x and y in each figure

I

16 iq

0.
4

-(4 -

?‘Ib’fi’ (O
%4o

1. L5

3.

5. L15

2.

(3. L14

7.L12 8.L1

9. £4 j Qi 10. £3

i1.L7 12.L16

1c*

7. 8.

fly



NAME DATE PERIOD

___________

3-2 Study Guide and Intervention
Angles and Parallel Lines

Parallel Lines and Angle Pairs When two parallel lines are cut by a transversal, the following pairs of angles are

congruent.

• corresponding angles

• alternate interior angles

• alternate exterior angles

Also, consecutive interior angles are supplementary.

Example: In the figure, mL2 = 75. Find the measures of the remaining angles.

rnL 1 105
mL3 105
mL4 = 75
mL5 105
mL6 75
mL7 105
rnL8 75

In the figure, rnL3 = 102. Find the measure of each angle.
Tell which postulate(s) or theorem(s) you used.

l.L5 2.L6

3.L1l 4.L7

5.L15 6.c14

4

In the figure, mL9 80 and niLS = 68. Find the measure
of each angle. Tell which postulate(s) or theorem(s) you used.

1\2

9.L4 lO.L3

8.L1

L 1 and L2 form a linear pair.
L3 and L2 form a linear pair.
L4 and L2 are vertical angles.
L 5 and L 3 are alternate interior angles.
L6 and L2 are corresponding angles.
L7 and L3 are corresponding angles.
L 8 and L 6 are vertical angles.

1/2
4/3

5/6

Exercises

Fl

1/2 9/10

[- i]if

5/6 13/14

flt

7. L 12

-IL

11.L7 12.L16

Chapter 3 11 Glencoc Geometry
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3-2 Study Guide and Intervention
Angles and Parallel Lines

(continued)

Algebra and Angle Measures Algebra can be used to find unknown values in angles formed by a transversal and
parallel lines.

p 1 q, so mL 1 = rnL2

because they are corresponding angles.

niL 1 inL2

3x + 15 4x — 5

3x+15 —3x4x—5—3x

15 x—5

15 + 5 ‘x—5 + 5

Exercises

Find the value of the variable(s) in each figure. Explain your reasoning.

/ y-4)

/(4x+1O)

2.
90’

(3y+ 18)

(15x+ 3O)

1 0x

\

Example: IfrnLl = 3x+ 15, mL2 = 4x- 5, and nzL3 = 5y,
find the value of x andy.

q

2

\43\
r II s, so mL2 = inL3

because they are
corresponding angles.

rnL2 = mL3

75 5y
75 — 5y

5 5

15 y
20 x

3.

_

Find the value of the variable(s) in each figure. Explain your reasoning.

5.

(4z+ 6)

6.

Chapter 3 12 Glencoe Geometry



1. Finding Slope given 2 points.

ex. (3 , 2) and (5 -2) - Z Z - -
-

2. Finding slope from a graph.

I Y I
Th- — - — - - — -

I —-
— — * — -= = - —

—
— — — — — — —

“
— — - —

0

—

c-:::::z

Slope-Intercept Form Point-Slope Form

9fl(x-

Original Slope

Parallel Slope
yv-

Perpendicular Slope



Distance Between Points
1. Find horizontal distance

2. Find vertical distance

3

3. Use pythagorean theorem to
find distance.

3. Use pythagorean theorem to
find distance.

Distance Between a point and a

F

5 3:(

line.

0. Find slope of original line, then
find the perpendicular slope.

1. Find horizontal distance

2. Find vertical distance

3. Use pythagorean theorem to
find distance.

Ro
-

AfC t/.s
0. Find slope of original lines, then

find the perpendicular slope.

1. Find horizontal distance

2. Find vertical distance

3

Distance Between Two Lines

I —

—

— -— — — —

— —

— - - - k - - - -

O2*



COORDINATE GEOMETRY
Une s contains points at (0, 0)
and (—5, 5). Find the distance
between line s and point
V(1, 5)

J& ZC

COORDINATE GEcMIrrRY
Line n contains points (2, 4)
and (—4, -2) Find the
distance between line n and
point 8(3, 1).

2



NAME DATE PERIOD

3-6 Study Guide and Intervention
Perpendiculars and Distance

Distance From a Point to a Line When a point is not on a line, the
distance from the point to the line is the length of the segment that contains
the point and is perpendicular to the line.

Example: Construct the segment that represents the distance from E to

Extend . Draw I .

represents the distance from E to. A F

Exercises
Construct the segment that represents the distance indicated.

1.Cto 2.DtoAB

5.Sto QR

TQR

6. Sto RT

pM

;— distance between
M and

C

BA
AB

3.Tto7 4.StoPQ

S

T

Chapter 3 36 Glencoe Geometry
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PERDD

3-6 Study Guide and Intervention (continued)

Perpendiculars and Distance

Distance Between Parallel Lines The distance between parallel lines is the length of a segment that has an endpoint

on each line and is perpendicular to them. Parallel lines are everywhere equidistant, which means that all such

perpendicular segments have the same length.

Example: Find the distance between the parallel lines / and m with the equations y = 2x + 1 and y = 2x — 4,

respectively.
To find the point of intersection ofp and in, solve a

VI s,stem of equations

— —
—

Line ni y 2 — 4

-
Linep y-x+l

Use substitution

/ 2t—4=—+l
2

4x—8—x+2

Draw a linep through (0, 1) that is perpendicular to C and in.

Substitute 2 for x to find they coordinate

(O1 y—x+1

The point of intersection ofp and in is (2, 0) Use the
Distance Formula to find the distance between (0, 1)
and (2, 0).

1 . .
d J(x2 — x1)2 + (Y2 Yi)2

Line p has slope — andy-intercept I. An equation ofp is
/(2 — 0)2 + (0 — 1)2

y —
+ I. The point of intersection forp and C is (0, 1).

The distance between f and in is units.

Exercises

Find the distance between each pair of parallel lines with the given equations.

l.y=8 2.y’x+3 3.y—2x

y’=—3 yx—l y’—2x—5

Chapter 3 37 Glencoe Geometty



4-1 Classifying Triangles

Sides - Equilateral 3 Angles -

Isosceles les{- Z
S ‘& s

Scalene

flo
Stde5

Acute 3 n(e

Obtuse o

Right I %OD

Equlangular

3

Classify each triangle as equilateral. isosce(cs, or scalene

1. A

GEZ1

__

KI

A

L

i/7

6

rcj



A

5.

Classify each triangle as acidc, ceinianguta, obtwe. ot right.

‘.

2.

R s

r

ALGEBRA Find .v and the measure of each side of the triangle.

H. &tI3C i with AB :3x 2, EC 2x + 3, and GA x ÷ 10.

3-Z 2)c4(

12. LDEF is isosceks, LD is the veatcx DL = . ÷ 7, DF = 3x — 1,

and EF = 2x + 5.



() L1]

-tJ?ci
s1

I
-‘

V

1 -

IIfl

1!Ci1’”iiii
.ipo



NAME DATE PERIOD

___________

4-1 Study Guide and Intervention
Classifying Triangles

Classify Triangles by Angles One way to classify a triangle is by the measures of its angles.

• If all three of the angles of a triangle are acute angles, then the triangle is an acute triangle.

• If all three angles of an acute triangle are congruent, then the triangle is an equlangular triangle.

• If one of the angles of a triangle is an obtuse angle, then the triangle is an obtuse triangle.

• If one of the angles of a triangle is a right angle, then the triangle is a right triangle.

Example: Classify each triangle.

All three angles are congruent, so all three angles have measure 600. The triangle is an equiangular triangle.

b.

o F

The triangle has one angle that is obtuse. It is an obtuse triangle.

C. 0

H 60

The triangle has one right angle. It is a right triangle.

Exercises

Classify each triangle as acute, equiangular, obtuse, or right.

1.

23M

4.

3Q 02. N

P

5. w

3.

R1S

6•F:

Chapter 4 5 Glencoe Geometty



4-1 Study Guide and Intervention (continued)

Classifying Triangles

Classify Triangles by Sides You can classify a triangle by the number of congruent sides. Equal numbers of hash
marks indicate congruent sides.

Example: Classify each triangle.

C.

15

Two sides are congruent. The
triangle is an isosceles triangle.

Exercises

All three sides are congruent. The
triangle is an equilateral triangle.

The triangle has no pair of
congruent sides. It is a scalene
triangle.

Classify each triangle as equilateral, isosceles, or scalene.

2. G 3. M

19

. 5.
A

6.

D\XV/E

8. ALGEBRA Find y and the length of each side if
AABC is isosceles with AB = BC.

NAME DATE PERIOD

• If all three sides of a triangle are congruent, then the triangle is an equilateral triangle.

• If at least two sides of a triangle are congruent, then the triangle is an isosceles triangle. Equilateral triangles can
also be considered isosceles.

• If no two sides of a triangle are congruent, then the triangle is a scalene triangle.

a. b.

RP

1.

GC

7. ALGEBRA Find x and the length of each side if
RST is an equilateral triangle.

R

2x+2 5x—4

&
3x

T

B

3y + 2

A
3y

C
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Gecrnetrj Noie 42 Angles in Triangles
Scrnn 4-2

A ng)e Sum Theorem iit c;urf two ae nf trinnie aun known.
thc nuyastirc at’ the third anglo can always he found.

i Anfn Sum The eum of the meoures 01 1e angles of a riang1e le 8O s
Theorem fa th figwe at the ilght, m 1 + in: - in 180.

Find the rneasut-e of each nrnbered angle.

1. 2. S

..::r1 o __..-.-__thRp
IO-jç

3.

?<49S

-I.

?y So

The meaSerø en eieflc4 ar.rU ol thange s InExterfor Angfe earn th. measares 0 tanr angiac.Theorem
, m.- rn/B

Find the measure ol each nambered angle.

1.

B5



Find the r ensure f each angIe

,-0
:iniLi .,

3.inc2

‘U L3

Find the nieaure of each angle.

(1 Li I 2

7eLL2 5So

+ co

Solve each problem.

1. in triangle DEF, mLE is three times
in LD, and in LF is 9 less than n LE.
What is the tneasnre of each annie?

,x t 3 .x -4 - L 2o
-9 t)

=.(

2. Iii triangk RST. in LT is : more than
11? LI?. and in LS i 10 less than ,nLT,
\hat IS tiie mc :ure ‘f each ane?

-J

Y+X 4.-(



NAME DATE PERIOD

4-2 Study Guide and Intervention
Angles of Triangles

Triangle Angle-Sum Theorem If the measures of two angles of a triangle are known, the measure of the third angle

can always be found.

Triangle Angle Sum The sum of the measures of the angles of a triangle is 180.
B

Theorem In the figure at the right, mLA + mLB + mLC 180.
A C

Triangle Angle -

Sum Theorem
Substitution
Simplify

Subtract 60 from each side.

Find the measure of each numbered angle.

1.

Triangle Angle -

Sum Theorem
Substitution
Simplify.

Subtract 148 from each side.
Vertical angles are
congruent.
Triangle Angle -

Sum Theorem
Substitution
Simplify.

inL3 40 Subtract 140 from each side.

2.

3. 4.

:1Q25:o

6.

Example 1: Find niLT.

A

rnLR+ jnLS+ niLT= 180

25 +35 +mLT 180
60+mLT=z 180

rnLT 120

Exercises

Example 2: Find the missing angle measures.
B

AD

inLl +n,LA+niLB 180

mLl +58+90=180
inLl + 148= 180

niL 1 = 32
mL2 = 32

,nL3 + ,nL2 + mLE 180

niL3 + 32 + 108 = 180
niL3+ 140= 180

V

w

Chapter 4 11 Glencoe Geometty
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___________

4-2 Study Guide and Intervention (continued)

Angles of Triangles

Exterior Angle Theorem At each vertex of a triangle, the angle formed by one side and an extension of the other side
is called an exterior angle of the triangle. For each exterior angle of a triangle, the remote interior angles are the interior
angles that are not adjacent to that exterior angle. In the diagram below, LB and LA are the remote interior angles for
exterior LDCB.

Exterior Angle
Theorem

The measure of an exterior angle of a triangle is equal to
the sum of the measures of the two remote interior angles.
mLl = mLA + mLB

niLI =n1LR+rnLS
= 60 + 80

140

Exercises

Exterior Angle Theorem
Substitution
Simplify.

JIILPQS niLR + ,,iLS
78 = 55 +x
23 x

Exterior Angle Theorem
Substitution
Subtract 55 from each side

Find the measures of each numbered angle.
2.

B

T

Find each measure.

5. mLABC

A

B
C

6. niLE

Example 1: Find mLl. Example 2:

1. x

3.

Chapter 4 12 Glencoe Geomet,y



4-6 Isosceles Triangles

Base- sd

Legs- 2

Vertex -

Ic’

Base Angles
- IL-c

CY ej te5
If two sides of a triangle are congruent, then the angles opposite
those sides are congruent. (Isosceles Triangle Theorem)

2’y ZDo

4.o p
K

Z 0I (6x+6)

?

2.

3ti1O L(O

3)@oo

3. W

(ox9c,

(;. T

7Nç

3a An1e Bte

• II’ two angles of a triangle are congruent, then the sides opposite
those angles are congruent.

Ftnd x,

1



Properties of Equiltera Triangles
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46 Study Guide and Intervention
Isosceles and Equilateral Triangles

Properties of Isosceles Triangles An isosceles triangle has two congruent sides called the legs. The angle formed by the

legs is called the vertex angle. The other two angles are called base angles. You can prove a theorem and its converse

about isosceles triangles.

• if two sides of a triangle are congruent, then the angles opposite those sides

are congruent. (Isosceles Triangle Theorem)

• If two angles of a triangle are congruent. then the sides opposite those angles

are congruent. (Converse of Isosceles Triangle Theorem)

Example 1: Find x, given BC . Example 2: Find x.

C;>o

A “ (5x—1O)
R 2.

BC BA, so inS = niT, so

JflL4 m..C sos. Triangle Theorem SR TR Converse of Isos. Thm.

5x — 10 = 4x + 5 Substitution 3x — 13 = 2x Substitution

x — 10 5 subtract 4x from each side. 3x 2x + 13 Add 13 to each side.

x 15 Add 10 to each side. x 13 Subtract 2x from each side.

Exercises

ALGEBRA Find the value of each variable.
2. 3.

Y z

R

4A.0

If AS CB. then ZA Zc.

If LA ZC, then A

p

5.

1.

4.

A

7. PROOF Write a two—column proof.

Given:

Prove: AB CB

6.

C

Chapter 4 37 Glencoe Geomefty
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4-6 Study Guide and Intervention (continued)

Isosceles and Equilateral Triangles

Properties of Equilateral Triangles An equilateral triangle has three congruent sides. The Isosceles Triangle
Theorem leads to two corollaries about equilateral triangles.

1. A triangle is equilateral if and only if it is equiangular.
2. Each angle of an equilateral triangle measures 600.

Example: Prove that if a line is parallel to one side of an equilateral triangle,
then it forms another equilateral triangle.

Proof:

Statements

Exercises

ALGEBRA Find the value of each variable.

7. PROOF Write a two-column proof.

Given: AABC is equilateral; .1 .2.

Prove: L4DB CDB

Reasons
A

1. LiABC is equilateral; PQ II BC

2. rnzA = mzB = m.C 60

3. 1 .B, 2

4. ,n.1 60, in.2 = 60

5. /APQ is equilateral.

FE

2.

4 78 5.

1. Given

2. Each of an equilateral measures 60°.
3. If! lines, then corres. are
4. Substitution
5. If a is equiangular, then it is equilateral.

3.

J

K

3x+

z 4x ...4

0>

Chapter 4 38 Glencoe Geometry



Geometry Notes

6-2 Parallelograms

Properties of Parallelograms

1 BOTH sets of opposite sides are parallel.

6. A diagonal in a parallelogram creates two congruent triangles.

v1 Atc

2. BOTH sets of opposite sides are congruent.

3. BOTH sets of opposite angles are congruent.

4. ANY two sets of Consecutive angles are supplementary.

fX

5. Diagonals bisect one another.



ALGEBRA Find the value of each variable,

1. R 2a S 2.

/

2h/

z_6_ c-S
3_4, _3

Q)
3. G

F

\_

\ ‘;——_-•,,

D
F

J K
/,

X+

_______A

* )‘ (Y

N

GB

6.

COORDINATE GEOMETRY Find the coordinates of the intersection of the digonaIs
of 11JKL with (he given vertices.

7.11(1, 1),J(2,3)K(6,3),L(5, 1)

- - - - - - - - -

:z zz1_z -:

-. — — — —
0 2 4

tZ1T

iEEE
++- S --

Homework:

page 407 #9-22 all, 31-36

8.H(I,4),J(3,3),K(3, 2),L(.l,1)

Z-H3

4. 9b +Z

X 1Obi

P



NAME DATE PERIOD

6-2 Study Guide and Intervention
Parallelograms

Sides and Angles of Parallelograms A quadrilateral with

both pairs of opposite sides parallel is a parallelogram. Here are

four important properties of parallelograms. s;
.

If PQRS as a parallelogram, then

If a quadrilateral is a parallelogram, and
then its opposite sides are congruent.

If a quadrilateral is a parallelogram, cR and c S c Q
then its opposite angles are congruent.

If a quadrilateral is a parallelogram, L P and c S are supplementary; c S and c R are supplementary;

then its consecutive angles are cR and c Q are supplementary; c Q and c P are supplementary.
supplementary.

If a parallelogram has one right angle, If mc P = 90, then mc Q = 90, mc R = 90, and mc S = 90.

then it has four right angles.

Example: If ABGD is a parallelogram, find the value of each variable.

AB and CD are opposite sides, so AB CD.

2a34

ci 17

LA and cC are opposite angles, so LA LC.

8b= 112

b = 14

Exercises

Find the value of each variable in the following parallelograms.

B

1. 3x

4y

5./5y

2.

__

4.

6. 2y

30x[ j150

72x

34

Chapter 6 11 Glencoe Geometiy
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6-2 Study Guide and Intervention (continued)

Parallelograms

Diagonals of Parallelograms Two important properties of
parallelograms deal with their diagonals.

If ABCD is a parallelogram, then

If a quadrilateral is a parallelogram, then AP = PC and OP = PB
its diagonals bisect each other.

If a quadrilateral is a parallelogram, then each AACD LCAB and AADB= ACBD
diagonal separates the parallelogram
into two congruent triangles.

I

Example: Find the value of x andy in parallelogram ABCD. A13 4B
/ NE..z4/

The diagonals bisect each other so AE = CE and DE BE. 6x
4y

6x=24

x4 y4.5

Exercises

Find the value of each variable in the following parallelograms.

_

2.

COORIMNATE GEOMETRY Find the coordinates of the intersection of the diagonals of £EJABC’D
with the given vertices.

7. A(3, 6). B(5, 8), C(3, —2), and D(l, —4) 8. A(—4, 3), B(2. 3), C(—1, —2), and D(—7, —2)

9. PROOF Write a paragraph proof of the following.

Given: ABD

Prove: IiAED I2CEB

Chapter 6 1 2 Glencoe Geometry



Geometry Notes

6-4 Rectangles

Properties of Rectangles

1 Opposite Sides Parallel (both sets)

2. Opposite Sides Congruent (both sets)

3. Opposite Angles Congruent (both sets)

zE
4. Consecutive Angles Supplementary

5. Diagonals Bisect each other

THE REAL PROPERTIES OF RECTANGLES...

6. All 4 angles are 90 degrees

‘All rectangles are parallelograms’ ‘All parallelograms are rectangles”

7. Diagonals are congruent



2.IfAC=x+3andDB=3x— 19,flndAC.

3. IfAE 3x +3 and EC = 5x — 15, find..4 w- C
(o) 12

4. If DE = 6x —7 and AE = 4x +9, fand

3r54I E
5. IfmzDAC=lv+ 4 and rnZBAC=3x+ 1, fmmBAC. a > -1

A

COORDINATE GEOMETRY Craph each quadrilateral with the given vertices.
Determine whether the figure is a rectangle. Justify your answer using the
indicated formula.

6

4 5
10. F(—3, -2), Q(-4, 2), R(2. 4)O); Slope Formula 1— 4

Given: RSTVis a rectangle and U is the
midpoint of VT.

Prove: ARUV ASUT

ALGEBRA Quadrilateral ABED is a rectangle.

(__
1.IfAC2x+13 and DR=4x— 1, find’73B

6. If rnZBDC = 7x + I and rnLADB = 9x 7, find mZBDC.

7. If m.ABD 7x— 31 and rnLC’DB = 4x +5, find rnLABD.

8. If mBAC=x+ 3 and rnC’AD=x+ 15, find mBAC.

t.( 4(9c
c 9o

4 r, r —r4
-6-5-43-2-i1 -3 4 5 6 x

-2

-4

-6

R

//

S

It. .J(—6, 3), K(O. 6), L(2, 2), M(—4, —1); Distance Formula

9. PROOF: Write a two-.colunm proof.

Statements Reasons V

1. RSTV is a rectangle

2. RVST

3. \irT

4. U is the midpoint of VT

5. vuru

6. ARUV&SUT

U

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

Homework: page426#1O-31 all
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6-4 Study Guide and Intervention
Rectangles

Properties of Rectangles A rectangle is a quadrilateral with four right angles.

Here are the properties of rectangles.

A rectangle has all the properties of a parallelogram.

• Opposite sides are parallel.

• Opposite angles are congruent.

• Opposite sides are congruent.

• Consecutive angles are supplementary.

• The diagonals bisect each other.

Also:

• All four angles are right angles.

• The diagonals are congruent.

Example 1: Quadrilateral RUTS above is a
rectangle. If US = 6x + 3 and RT 7x —2, find x.

The diagonals of a rectangle are congruent, so US = RT.

6x + 3 = 7x —2

3 ‘x—2
5 =x

Exercises

Example 2: Quadrilateral RUTS above is a

rectangle. If nzZSTR 8x + 3 and rnL UTR 16x — 9,

find ,nLSTR.

JUTS is a right angle, so niZSTR + inZ UTR 90.

8x+3 + 16x—990
24x—690

24x96

inZSTR=8x+3=8(4)+3 or35

Quadrilateral ABCD is a rectangle.

1. If AE 36 and CE 2x —4, find x.

2.IfBE—6y+2andCE—4y+6,findy.

3. If BC= 24 and AD Sy— 1, findy.

4. If ,nZBEA 62, find nILBAC.

5. If in L4ED = 12x and inZBEC = lOx + 20. find n,ZAED.

6. If BD= 8y—4 andAC7y+ 3, findBD.

7. If inZDBC = lOx and tiiZACB 4x2— 6, find ,nZAC’B.

8. If AB 6y and BC 8y, find BD in terms ofy.

B

A

ZUTS, ZTSR, ZSRU, and ZRUT are right angles.

TR US

x’4

IC

Chapter 6 23 Glencoe Geomet,y
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6-4 Study Guide and Intervention (continued)

Rectangles

Prove that Parallelograms Are Rectangles The diagonals of a rectangle are congruent, and the converse is also true.

If the diagonals of a parallelogram are congruent, then the parallelogram is a rectangle.

In the coordinate plane you can use the Distance Formula, the Slope Formula, and properties of diagonals to show that a

figure is a rectangle.

Example: Quadrilateral ABCD has vertices A(—3, 0), B(—2, 3), C(4, 1), and D(3, —2).

Determine whether ABCD is a rectangle.

Method 1: Use the Slope Formula.
3—0 3 —2—0 _—2 1

slopeofAB —or3 sIopeofAD ——or——
—2 — (—3) 1 3 — (—3) 6 3

—2—1 —3 1—3 —2 1
slope of CD —or3 slope of BC = =—or ——

3—4 —1 4—(—2) 6 3

co\ /;

Opposite sides are parallel, so the figure is a parallelogram. Consecutive sides are perpendicular, so ABED is a rectangle.

Exercises

COORDINATE GEOMETRY Graph each quadrilateral with the given vertices. Determine whether the figure

is a rectangle. Justify your answer using the indicated formula.

1.A(—3, 1). B(—3, 3), C(3. 3). D(3, 1); Distance Formula

2. A(—3, 0), B(—2, 3), C(4, 5), D(3, 2); Slope Formula

3. A(—3, 0), B(—2, 2), C(3, 0), D(2 —2); Distance Formula

4. A(—l, 0), B(0, 2), C(4, 0), D(3, —2); Distance Formula

Method 2: Use the Distance Formula.

— (_2))2 + (0— 3)2 orfid

CD=.J(4 — 3)2 + (1— (_2))2 or’fi

Opposite sides are congruent, thus ABCD is a parallelogram.

AC = JH3 — 4)2 + (0
—

1)2 or BD = J(—2 — 3)2 + (3 — (_2))2
.

ABCD is a parallelogram with congruent diagonals, so ABCD is a rectangle.

BC=J(—2 _4)2 + (31)2 orJ

AD = J(—3 — 3)2 + (0 — (_2))2 or

Chapter 6 24 Glencoe Geometry



Geometry Notes

6-5 Rhombi and Squares

Rhombus (Rhombi) Properties

1. Opposite Sides Parallel

2. Opposite Sides Congruent

3. Opposite Angles Congruent

4. Consecutive Angles Supplementary

5. Diagonals Bisect each other

Square Properties

1 Properties of a Rectangle

a. All angles = 90 degree angles

b. Diagonals are congruent

2. Properties of a Rhombus

a. All sides congruent

b. Diagonals are perpendicular

Real properties of Rhombi

6. ALL SIDES CONGRUENT

7. DISAPERPENDICULAR

8. DIAGONAl CREATE 4 CONGRUENT

MINIATURE TRIANGLES



L 2.
‘—

_V

5,AQ 0.. 4--) ç5/L?)

c2LJ2S ((p9
O% 12

COORDINATE GEOMETRY Given each set of vertices, determine whetherBEFG
is a rhombus, a rectangle, or a square. List all that apply. Explain.

9. B(-9, 1), E(2, 3), F(12, —2), G(1, —4)

01 i

10. 11(1, 3), E(7, —3), F(1, —9), G(—5, —3)

2.

O\

PR YZ is a rhombus. If RK= 5, RY= 13 and m. C = 67, find each measure.

2.PKIZ

3. mLYKZ c’
4.rn/PZR

MNPQ is a rhombus. if PQ = 3/ and AP 3, find each measure.

9 . 9’
0,. -. 3

6.m LAPQ.

7.m 4J’IN..E.

8.PM 6

(( /7f:(Z

7ç

I ?s-

11. -4, 5), E(1, 5) F(2, —1), G( 7, 1)



NAME DATE PERIOD

6-5 Study Guide and Intervention
Rhombi and Squares

Properties of Rhombi and Squares A rhombus is a quadrilateral with four congruent

sides. Opposite sides are congruent, so a rhombus is also a parallelogram and has all of the

properties of a parallelogram. Rhombi also have the following properties.

The diagonals are perpendicular. Mi1 ±

MT7 bisects ZRMO and /RHO.
Each diagonal bisects a pair of opposite angles.

bisects ZMRH and ZMOH.

A square is a parallelogram with four congruent sides and four congruent angles.

A square is both a rectangle and a rhombus; therefore, all properties of parallelograms,

rectangles, and rhombi apply to squares.

Example: In rhombus ABCD, nzZBAC= 32. Find the measure of each numbered angle.

ABCD is a rhombus, so the diagonals are perpendicular and ABE is a right triangle.

Thus rnZ4 90 and mZl = 90—32 or 58. The diagonals in a rhombus bisect the vertex

angles, so niZl rnZ2. Thus, rnZ2 58.

A rhombus is a parallelogram, so the opposite sides are parallel. ZBAC and /3 are

alternate interior angles for parallel lines, so inZ3 = 32.

Exercises

Quadrilateral ABCD is a rhombus. Find each value or measure.

1. If in/ABD 60, find ,nZBDC. 2. If AE 8, find AC.

3. If AB 26 and BD = 20, find AE.

5. If rnZCBD 58, find FnZACB.

4. Find rn/CEB.

6. IfAE= 3x— I andAC 16, findx.

7. If niZCDB 6y and m/ACB = 2y+ 10, findy.

8. IfAD 2x + 4 and CD 4x —4, find x.

Chapter 6 31 Glencoe Geometty
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6-5 Study Guide and Intervention (continued)

Rhombi and Squares

Conditions for Rhombi and Squares The theorems below can help you prove that a parallelogram is a rectangle,
rhombus, or square.

If the diagonals of a parallelogram are perpendicular, then the parallelogram is a rhombus.

If one diagonal of a parallelogram bisects a pair of opposite angles, then the parallelogram is a rhombus.

If one pair of consecutive sides of a parallelogram are congruent, the parallelogram is a rhombus.

If a quadrilateral is both a rectangle and a rhombus, then it is a square.

Example: Determine whether parallelogram ABCD with vertices
A(—3, —3), B(1, 1), C(5, —3), D(1, —7) is a rhombus, a rectangle, or a square.

AC= — 5)2 + ((—3 — (_3))2
= 8

BD=J(1 — 1)2 + (71)2 8

The diagonals are the same length; the figure is a rectangle.
-3-(-3) 0

Slope of AC = — 0 The line is horizontal.

Slope of = undefined The line is vertical.

Since a horizontal and vertical line are perpendicular, the diagonals are perpendicular.
Parallelogram ABCD is a square which is also a rhombus and a rectangle.

Exercises

Given each set of vertices, deternune whetherEE1ABCD is a rhombus, rectangle, or square. List all that apply.
Explain.

1. A(0, 2), B(2, 4), C(4, 2), D(2, 0) 2. A(—2, I), B(—l, 3), C(3, 1), D(2, —I)

3. A(—2, —1). B(0, 2), C(2, —1), D(0, —4) 4. A(—3, 0), B(—1, 3), C(5, —1), D(3, —4)

5. PROOF Write a two-column proof.
Given: Parallelogram PSTU RS ST
Prove: RSTUis a rhombus.

U

Chapter 6 32 Glencoe Geometry



M.C. Geo 8-2
The Pythagorean Theorem and its Converse

4 Types of Problems...

1. Use Pythagorean Theorem to find a missing hypotenuse.
2. Use Pythagorean Theorem to find a missing leg.
3. Use Pythagorean Theorem to determine whether or not 900 angle.
4. Families of Pythagorean Triples

Pythagorean Theorem...

/
a2+

C

B

CA

5’, 4.
6.

‘28

33



LEFZ
y

5

Use Pythagorean Theorem to find missing hypotenuse.

1. 2.

6

Use Pythagorean Theorem to find missing leg.

3.

I2L

)YY



RightTriangle a2-t-b2=c2

Obtuse Triangle a2 + b2 < c2

Acute Triangle a2 + b2 > c2

Determine whether the following triangles are right, acute or

obtuse.
• • Iz•+15_4

5. 12 in, 15 In, 18 In
33(9 >

6. l7cm,22cm, 30cm

Oftk < °o
7. lOmm,24mm,26mm

(o



Common “Families” of right triangles.
to save time.

3-4-5 Triangles

5-12-13 Triangles

1D.zcç 6

If known these can be used

Determine whether triangle
given vertices. Explain.

p TT C)7. ,L. ). i ( . 3) u(o. )
y

.

STU is a right triangle for the

-

•1 fl T T8. (o. 3L (‘:)4 b)4 u(6, 0)
y

0
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8-2 Study Guide and Intervention
The Pythagorean Theorem and Its Converse

The Pythagorean Theorem In a right triangle, the sum of the squares of the lengths of the

legs equals the square of the length of the hypotenuse. If the three whole numbers a, b, and c

satisfy the equation a2 + b2 C2, then the numbers a. b, and c form a Pythagorean triple.

,ABC is a right triangle.

a2 + b2 = C2

a2 + 122 132

a2+ 144= 169

a2 25

a5

so a2 ÷ b2 = c2.

1.

4.yCNç

33

3.

Use a Pythagorean Triple to find x.

24

28

Example:

a. Find a.

CA

b

b. Find c.

CA

a2 + b2 C2

202 + 302 =

400 + 900 c2

1300

1T300 = C

36.1 c

Pythagorean Theorem

b 12, c= 13

Simplify.

Subtract.

Take the positive square root of
each side.

Exercises

Findx.

Pythagorean Theorem

a 20, b 30

Simplify.

Add.

Take the positive square root of
each side.

Use a calculator.

7.

x

8.

Chapter 8 11 Glencoe Geometty
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_____________________________________

DATE

_______________________

PERIOD

8-2 Study Guide and Intervention (continued)

The Pythagorean Theorem and Its Converse

Converse of the Pythagorean Theorem If the sum of the squares of the lengths of the
C

two shorter sides of a triangle equals the square of the lengths of the longest side, then the b a

triangle is a right triangle. A B

You can also use the lengths of sides to classify a triangle. If a2 + b2 C2, then

if a2 + b2 = c2 then iABC is a right triangle. AABC is a right triangle.

if a2 + b2> c2 then ABC is acute.

if a2 + b2 < c then .ABC is obtuse.

Example: Determine whether PQR is a right triangle.

a2 + c2 Compare c2 and a2 + b2

R1102 +(10)2 202 a=1O,b1Oc=2O

100 + 300 400 Simplify.

400=400/ Add.

Since c2 and a2 + b2, the triangle is a right triangle.

Exercises

Determine whether each set of measures can be the measures of the sides of a triangle. If so, classify the triangle as
acute, obtuse, or right. Justify your answer.

1. 30, 40, 50 2. 20, 30, 40 3. 18, 24, 30

4.6,8,9 5.6,12,18 6.10,15,20

7. fi 8. 2, JT 9. 9, 40, 41

Chapter 8 12 Glencoe Geometiy



M.C. Geo 8-3

Special Right Triangles

4 Types of Problems...

1. Use 45-45-90 triangle to find missing hypotenuse

2. Use 45-45-90 triangle to find missing leg

3. Use 30-60-90 when short leg or hypotenuse is known

4. Use 30-60-90 when long leg is known

30-60-90

(Formed from an equilateral A)
45-45-90 - S

(Formed from a square)

nn

S

2n

n
2n



Use the properties of a 45-45-90 triangle to find the missing hyp.

(I

1]

Use the properties of a 45-45-90 triangle to find the missing leg.

Find the missing value...

1.

I0

2.

:lOAr
x 17

3.

10

4.
l:AJ3

(0

fl :j

x

x

/4-i

I

5. 6.
450 450(N
1>\ 14\

52 s41x



Use the properties of a 30-60-90 triangle to find the missing

values when a short leg or hypotenuse is known.

I2-
5:10

1iiE
-

2.

(Z

Use the properties of a 30-60-90 triangle to find the missing

1.

5

12

,i3

values when a long leg is known.

/ f;
x

3.

1;5

Find the

1:?
y

4.
SJ

Zn S1i

12

xandy.

L2

3

6.

,15 y

I
x



NAME DATE PERIOD

___________

Using the Pythagorean Theorem with

a b x, then

c2 = a2 + b2

= + x2

c2 = 2x2

c=v(T

c = xf

7. If a 450_450_900 triangle has a hypotenuse length of 12, find the leg length.

8. Determine the length of the leg of45°-45°-90° triangle with a hypotenuse length of 25 inches.

9. Find the length of the hypotenuse of a 450_450_900 triangle with a leg length of 14 centimeters.

8-3 Study Guide and Intervention
Special Right Triangles

Properties of 45°-45°-90° Triangles The sides of a 4504509O0 right triangle have a special relationship.

Example I: If the leg of a 4504509O0 right triangle Example 2: In a 450_450_900 right triangle the
is x units, show that the hypotenuse is x/units. hypotenuse is times the leg. If the hypotenuse

is 6 units, find the length of each leg.

The hypotenuse is times the leg, so divide the length
X of the hypotenuse by

6
a = —x

- 6

6JT
I‘.2

3/ units

Exercises

Find x.

1.

4.

x

2.

5.

/4

3.

6.

Chapter 8 18 Glencoe Geomet,y
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______________________________________

DATE

_______________________

PERIOD

8-3 Study Guide and Intervention (continued)

Special Right Triangles

Properties of 3O6O09O Triangles The sides of a 3O06O09O0 right triangle also have a special relationship.

Example 1: In a 3O06O09O0 right triangle the hypotenuse is twice the shorter leg. M Q

Show that the longer leg is times the shorter leg.
3Q0

.MNQ is a 3O06O09O0 right triangle, and the length of the hypotenuse MN 2x

is two times the length of the shorter side NQ.Use the Pythagorean Theorem.
bO

a2 (2x)2 — a2 = c2 — b2
N

a2 = 4x2 — x2 Multiply.

a2 3x2 Subtract.

a Take the positive square root of each side.

a x Simplify.

Example 2: In a 3O06O09O0 right triangle, the hypotenuse is 5 centimeters. Find the lengths of the other two sides

of the triangle.

If the hypotenuse of a 30°-60°-90° right triangle is 5 centimeters, then the length of the shorter leg is one-half of 5,

or 2.5 centimeters. The length of the longer leg is times the length of the shorter leg, or (2.5)() centimeters.

Exercises

Find x andy.

1. 2.

‘ 5. 6.

7. An equilateral triangle has an altitude length of 36 feet. Determine the length of a side of the triangle.

8. Find the length of the side of an equilateral triangle that has an altitude length of 45 centimeters.

x.

Chapter 8 19 Glencoe Geometiy
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Use Sin1

7.

Op8

8.
5

Cos1, orTan1 to find a missing angle.

anX IL

Sin’

9.
12



Angles of Elevation and Depression

Angle of Depression

Notice that the angle of elevation
and the angle of depression are
congruent. (This is because of
alternate interior angles being
congruent)

10. The angijJeytion from the ground to the top of a
building is 72°. If the horizontal distance to the building is 17

how tall is the building? (Hint.. .start by drawing a
picture)

11. An airplane is traveling at an altitude of 10,560 feet (2 miles).
The runway to land is 45 miles away (horizontal distance).
What will the airplan&s angle of depression be? (Hint.. .start
by drawing a picture)

Angle of Elevation



DATE

8-4 Study Guide and Intervention
Trigonometry

leg opposite CR
sin R =

________

hypotenuse

_

leg adjacent to CR
cos R —

_____________

hypotenuse

leg opposite CR
tan R =

___________

leg adjacent to CR

NAME

Trigonometric Ratios The ratio of the lengths of two sides of a right triangle is called a

trigonometric ratio. The three most common ratios are sine, cosine, and tangent, which

are abbreviated sin, cos, and Ian, respectively.

PERIOD

_

_

TR

=:
t t S

Example: Find sin A, cosA, and tan A. Express each ratio as a fraction and a B
13

decimal to the nearest hundredth. 5

sin A
= opposite leg

A
adjacent leg tan A

= opposite leg 12

hypotenuse hypotenuse adjacent leg

=i
BA AB AC

13 13 12

0.38 0.92 0.42

Exercises

Find sin J, cos J, tan J, sin L, cos L, and tan L. Express each ratio as a fraction and as a decimal to the nearest

hundredth if necessary.

1

1. J 2. j 3.

16
32

K

40

12 L K 24 L

Chapter 8 24 Glencoe Geomet,y
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_______________________________________

DATE

________________________

PERIOD

8-4 Study Guide and Intervention (continued)

Trigonometry

Use Inverse Trigonometric Ratios You can use a calculator and the sine, cosine, or tangent to find the measure of the
angle, called the inverse of the trigonometric ratio.

Example: Use a calculator to find the measure of LT to the nearest tenth.

The measures given are those of the leg opposite LT and the S 29 R
hypotenuse, so write an equation using the sine ratio.

sin T=2- sin
7-

If sin T— then sin —= inLT
34 34

Use a calculator. So, niLT 58.5.

A

.

____________

A
.

T

6.

T

Exercises

Use a calculator to find the measure of 1. T to the nearest tenth.

1. 2. s 7 A

34
P

T

T

Chapter 8 25 Glencoe Geometiy
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KyGoarnept Circle Pairs

TWO circles are conqruent f and
only if they have congruentji.

flK

Concentric circles are coplanar
circles that have the same center.

7/\\
/ / ;\ \

( A<)

Example GA with radius AS
and GA with radius
AC are concentric.

[yconcept Circumference
—

Words If a circle has diameter dor radius r the circumference C equals the diameter times
p1 or twice the radius times pi.

Symbols C= ‘dor C= 2itr

Find the circumference of the following circles.

G

All circles are similar.

Example GX— ®YExample OH JK. so GO GJ.

I 2.

rd

‘0



NAME

______________________________________

DATE

_______________________

PERIOD

10-1 Study Guide and Intervention
Circles and Circumference

Segments in.Circies A. circle consists of all points in a plane that are a given distance, A

called the radius, from a given point called the center. A segment or line can intersect a

circle in several ways.

• A segment with endpoints that are at the center and on the circle is a radius.

• A segment with endpoints on the circle is a chord.

• A chord that passes through the circle’s center and made up of collinear radii is a

diameter.

For a circle that has radius r and diameter d, the following are true

d 1
r— r’’—d d=2r

2 2

Example

a. Name the circle.
The name of the circle is GO.

A
b. Name radii of the circle.

AU, BO, CU, and DO are radii.

c. Name chords of the circle.
AB and CD are chords.

Exercises

For Exercises 1-7, refer to

1. Name the circle.

2. Name radii of the circle.

3. Name chords of the circle.

4. Name diameters of the circle.

5. If AB 18 millimeters, find AR.

6. If RY= 10 inches, find AR and AB.

7. Is AB XY? Explain.

Chapter 10

E

chord: AE, BD
radius: FB, FC, FD
diameter:

5 Glencoe Geometry
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10-1 Study Guide and Intervention (continued)

Circles and Circumference

Circumference The circumference of a circle is the distance around the circle.

Circumference For a circumference of C units and a diameter of d units of a radius of r units,
C = 71d or C = 2tr

Example: Find the circumference of the circle to the nearest hundredth.

C 2itr Circumference formula

2(13) r=13

= 267t Simplify.

81.68 Use a calculator.

The circumference is 26it or about 81 .68 centimeters.

Exercises

Find the diameter and radius of a circle with the given circumference. Round to the nearest hundredth.

1.C=40 in. 2.C=256ft

3.C15.62m 4.C=9crn

5.C79.5yd 6.C=204.16m

Find the exact circumference of each circle using the given inscribed or circumscribed polygon.

7. 8.

9. 10. 1
11 yd

I
11. 12.

5

9 in.

Chapter 10 6 Glencoe Geometty



M.C. Geo 10-8_Equations of Circles
oei Equaon of aCirc in Standard Form

The standard form of the equation of a circle with center at

(Ii,k)andradiusris(x— li)2 + (y— A)2= 2

r2.. (x-Y.)-’-(
me standard form of the equation of a cwcle is also called
the centerradius form.

Write the equation for the circle

+

(-3)

A Write the equation of the circle with a center
at(2, 4)andaradiusof4.

y

0 x

at the right...



Write the equation of the circle that has its
center at (—3, —2) and passes through (1, 2)



and y—x.

A. (2,—2)

B. (2,2)

C. (—2,-2),(2,2)

D. (—2, 2), (2, —2)

(2.

? \)

Find the points of intersection between x2 +9 = 16

x f(: f

i6

V



Example: Write an equation for a circle with center (-1, 3) and radius 6.

Use the formula (x — h)2 + (y — k)2 = r2 with h = —1, k = 3, and r = 6.

(x — h)2 + (y — k)2 = Equation of a circle

(x — (_1))2
+ (y — (_3))2 = 62 Substitution

(x + 1)2
+ (y — 3)2

= 36 Simplify.

Exercises

Write the equation of each circle.

1. center at (0, 0), radius 8

3. center at (2, —4), radius 1

5. center at (—2,—-6), diameter 8

7. center at (3, —4), passes through (—1, —4)

9.

2. center at (—2, 3), radius 5

4. center at (—i, —4), radius 2

6. center at origin, diameter 4

8. center at (0, 3), passes through (2, 0)

10.

PERIODNAME DATE

10-8 Study Guide and Intervention
Equations of Circles

Equation of a Circle A circle is the locus of points in a plane equidistant from a given
point. You can use this definition to write an equation of a circle.

Standard Equation An equation for a circle with center at (h, k)

ofaCircie and a radiusofrunits is(x—h)2 + (y—k)2 r2.

x

Chapter 10 49 Giencoe Geometiy
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10-8 Study Guide and Intervention (continued)

Equations of Circles

Graph Circles If you are given an equation of a circle, you can find information to help you graph the circle.

Example: Graph (x + 3)2
+ (y + 1)2 =

Use the parts of the equation to find (h, k) and r.

Rewrite (x + 3)2 + (y — 1) 2
= 9 to find the center and the radius.

[x —(—3)]2+(y--1)2=32

1 t
(x— h)2+(y—k)2——r2

So h =—3. k= I, and r 3. The center is at(—3, 1) and the radius is 3.

Exercises

EL:

‘a.

Write an equation of a circle that contains each set of points. Then graph the circle.

5. F(—2, 2), G(—I, 1), II(—I, 3)

F
6. R(—2, 1), S(—4, —1), T(O, —1)

i..1. i.• ‘T1

—t

.

I

For each circle with the given equation, state the coordinates of the center and the measure of the radius.

Then graph the equation.

1. x2 +y2 = 16

y

2.

II x
- - --

(x — 2)2 + (y — 1)2
— 9

y

3.(x + 2)2 +y2 = 16

II

.
.

. 1

——

4. x2 + (y —

1)2=9

r y

•

x

Chapter 10 50 Glencoe Geometry



Geometry Notes (11-1)

Paraflelograms and Triangles

What is Perimeter.. .and how do we find it?

What is Area.. .and how do we find it?

AbR
:::

3.

4.

4 in

6 in

Find the Area of the figures below...

6 in

1.

2.
/j5 in

10 in

lOin

12 in



Find the area of the following two figures...

/9 2o

6.
Mbb

A

20 cm 20cm

Area of a Parallelogram = (b)(h)

b = base

h = height (from base to base)

Area of a Triangle = 112 (b)(h)

b = base

h = height (from base to base)

Find the area of the following triangles...

ccS2

7. 8.
8cm

0cm

4cm 8cm

(



Area of Parallelogram (b)(h)

Area of Triangle = 1/2(b)(h)

Using the area formulas above, find a way to calculate the area of
the trapezoids below.

4

1.
3

2.

16

b1

b2

Area of a trapezoid = .L .

Find the are of the following trapezoids...

3. 3

7

4.

xso

8.6-

QL( 3)(ft



Break the following figures into triangles to find their areas...

A
:

Lf(/L()

Area of a Rhombus =

Area of a Kite =

AC)

Find the area of the following rhombus and kite...

8.

JT6

X--Ib

14 feet with an areahas base lengths of 12 and
of 322 square feet. What is the height of the trapezoid?

322 i i

5.

4

I
I

7.

2

9. A trapezoid

2



Find the area of the 16-gon below...

Area =

1

10

tx 16

= (0.5)(b)(h)(16)

= (0.5)(10)(23.14)(16)

(0.5)(1O)(16)(23.14)

(O5)(Perimeter)(apothem)

(0.5)(Circumference)(radius)

= (O.5)(2rrr)(r)

= (1T)(r2)

Think about the above figure as a crudely drawn circle...

What would you consider the value “23.14” to be?

What would you consider the value “160” to be?

Area of a circle =

A. /L/
2.

A
(1 ju

10

10

r

I



PER OD

____________

NAME DATE

11-1 Study Guide and Intervention
Areas of Parallelograms and Triangles

Areas of Parallelograms Any side of a parallelogram can be called a base. The height of a parallelogram is the

perpendicular distance between any two parallel bases. The area of a parallelogram is the product of the base and the

height.

The area is 540 square meters.

Exercises

__/8

T b

Find the perimeter and area of each parallelogram. Round to the nearest tenth if necessary.

6ff

8ft lOft

20 in.

7. TILE FLOOR A bathroom tile floor is made of black-and-

white parallelograms. Each parallelogram is made of two

triangles with dimensions as shown. Find the perimeter and

area of one parallelogram.
cmm

2 cm 11 cm

[rea of a Parallelogram
If a parallelogram has an area of A square units, a base

units, and a height of h units, then A = bh.

A = bh

Example: Find the area of parallelogram EFGH.

Area of a parallelogram

=30(18) b—30,h=18

= 540 Multiply.

2.1.

4.

3.

6.

1.6cm

41 cm
30 ft

41cm

Chapter 11 5 Glencoc Geometry



NAME DATE

11-1 Study Guide and Intervention (continued)

Areas of Parallelograms and Triangles

—

— Multiply.

Find the perimeter and area of each triangle. Round to the nearest tenth if necessary.

1.

\5cn1

2.

15cm 3cm

PERIOD

___________

If a triangle has an area of A square units, a base of b units, and a I
Area of a Triangle

corresponding height of h units, then A = bh.
2 I

Example: Find the area of the triangle.

A bh Area of a triangle

(24)(28) b=24, h=28

The area is 336 square meters.

Exercises

24 m

Areas Of Triangles The area of a triangle is one half the product of the base and its corresponding height. Like a
parallelogram, the base can be any side, and the height is the length of an altitude drawn to a given base.

Z/$b

.

Thin. 4Ohi.

22 ft

6.
\\

\

\

12 in.

16 ft
34ff

4.

8ff

5.

9 cm

13cm 9cm

26 in. 21 mm

7. LOGO The logo for an engineering company is on a poster at ajob fair. The logo
consists of two triangles that have the dimensions shown. What are the perimeter
and area of each triangle?

20 in. 25 in.

Chapter 11 6 Glencoe Geometty



M.C. Geometry 3-D Objects

Prism

Face- iC)

Edge- fz,n o-’ 2
Vertex- of’ edc’x C(oIr\Qcs-’)
Base-

\\

Surface Area = (PB)(h) + 2B
PB - Perimeter of the Base

h - height of the figure (the distance from one base to the other)

B = Area of the Base (This area can be difficult to find depending on what

2-dimensional figure represents the base)

Volume = (B)(h)
B = Area of the Base (This area can be difficult to find depending on what

2-dimensional figure represents the base)

I
h

3
(5222

(z)

h = height of the figure (the distance from one base to the other)



M.C. Geometry 3-D Objects

Face-

Edge-

Vertex-

Base-

Surface Area = 2rrrh + 2rrr2
r = radius

h - height of the figure (the distance from one base to the other)

Volume = rrr2h
r = radius

h - height of the figure (the distance from one base to the other)

Cylinders
r h

I



NAME DATE PERIOD

___________

12-4 Study Guide and Intervention
Volumes of Prisms and Cylinders

Volumes of Prisms The measure of the amount of space that a three-

dimensional figure encloses is the volume of the figure. Volume is

measured in units such as cubic feet, cubic yards. or cubic meters. One

cubic unit is the volume of a cube that measures one unit on each edge.
cubic foot cubic yard
27 cubic feet = 1 cubic yard

Vo’ume If a prism has a volume of V cubic units, a height of h units, and each

of a Prism base has an area of B square units, then V Bh.

Example 1: Find the volume of the prism.

i
4cm

1’ 3cm
7 cm

V= Bh Volume of a prism

= (7X3)(4) B = (7)(3), h 4

= 84 Multiply.

The volume of the prism is 84 cubic centimeters.

Exercises

Example 2: Find the volume of the prism if the area

of each base is 6.3 square feet.

base

3.5 ft

= 22.05 Multiply.

The volume is 22.05 cubic feet.

3.

1.5

4 cm

J7 = Bh

= (6.3)(3.5)

Volume of a prism

B = 6.3, h = 3.5

Find the volume of each prism.

1.
1.5cm

2.

4.

6.

ft

yd
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___________

12-4 Study Guide and Intervention (continued)

Volumes of Prisms and Cylinders

Volumes of Cylinders The volume of a cylinder is the product of the height and the area
of the base. When a solid is not a right solid, use Cavalieri’s Principle to find the volume.
The principle states that if two solids have the same height and the same cross sectional area
at every level, then they have the same volume.

Volume of If a cylinder has a volume of V cubic units, a height of h units, and the bases
a Cylinder have a radius of r units, then V = itr2h.

Example 1: Find the volume of the cylinder. Example 2: Find the volume of the oblique cylinder.

-3cm

4cm 13 in.

V rrr2h Volume of a cylinder Use the Pythagorean Theorem to find the height of the
= (3)2(4) r= 3, h = 4

cylinder.

113.1 Simplify.
. h2 + = Pythagorean Theorem

The volume is about 113.1 cubic centimeters. imp fy.

h = 12 Take the positive square root of each side.

V= izr2h Volume of a cylinder

=it(4)2(12) r=4,h=12

603.2 Simplify.

The volume is about 603.2 cubic inches.

Exercises

Find the volume of each cylinder. Round to the nearest tenth.

1. 2. 2

3. 4. —2Oft—1

ft 201 ft

5. 6.

4 yd
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